
JOURNALISTIC PRACTICES OF RIGHTWINGMEDIA.NET, ITS INTERNET RADIO 
SHOWS, AND THE WEIRD MEDIA NETWORK

RightWingMedia.net, our Internet Radio Shows, and Related Programming Material on the Weird 
Media Network are unabashedly 'conservative,' but strive to maintain journalistic integrity and 
technical delivery. To do this, we have several operating principles, which include:

--Using audible presentational tone and/or presents content which clearly identifies our point of view. 
However, we are not afraid to likewise identify, state, and discuss (as applicable) any possible 
inconsistencies between our worldview and that of ostensibly 'liberal' realities. While we obviously 
strive to be 'entertaining,' we likewise do not want to mislead you or inadvertently confuse your 
understanding of the overt or underlying issues.

--Identify and provide the appropriate citations for sources of our material, and provide credentialing 
information regarding these sources when applicable. In this way, you will always have the 'big picture'
as to what 'tier one,' 'tier two,' and our fellow 'tier three' mainstream media are saying and how they are 
saying it. We want you to understand the context of the stories and our reporting and commentary 
discussion.

--We use the AP Style Guide 
(https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/journalism_and_journalistic_writing/ap_style.htm
l) and/or the style guide of the American Psychological Association 
(https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/subject_specific_writing/journalism_and_journalistic_writing/ap_style.htm
l and https://apastyle.apa.org/blog/basics-7e-tutorial) except where we deem the writing function to be 
excessively 'liberal' in its internal bias.

--In order to abide by copyright provisions, we strive to only paraphrase and/or to provide limited 
quotes of stories from other media outlets. If the story is marked by a said outlet as with it not allowing 
“re-transmission” or “rewriting”, etc. of the story, we will abide by such listed requirements, and not 
paraphrase or quote the story, but provide our own understanding of the presentation of the news story, 
as well as the appropriate citation of its publication.

--Wherever possible, our audio and video presentations strive to maintain a 'mirror' quality to that of 
tier one and tier two mainstream media outlets. This includes, but is not limited to making our web 
pages engaging, responsive, and forcing them to follow typography, design and content presentation 
practices as applicable within our mission. Additionally, our internet radio programs (main programs, 
primarily) have their syndicated and archive versions normalized via Levelator and/or Audacity and/or 
other similar/related audio processing applications to the broadest range of audio response possible, 
with peak program level generally between -6 to 0db. Additionally, our preference is for the clearest, 
and most 'natural' sound when audio equalization (EQ) is used.
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